A growing body of evidence suggests that neural pattern reactivation supports successful memory formation across multiple study episodes. Previous studies investigating the beneficial effects of repeated encoding typically presented the same stimuli repeatedly under the same encoding task instructions. In contrast, repeating stimuli in different contexts is associated with superior item memory, but poorer memory for contextual features varying across repetitions. In the present functional magnetic-resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we predicted dissociable mechanisms to underlie the successful formation of context memory when the context in which stimuli are repeated is either held constant or varies at each stimulus presentation. Twenty participants studied names of famous people four times, either in the same task repeatedly, or in four different encoding tasks. This was followed by a surprise recognition memory test, including a source judgement about the encoding task. Behaviourally, different task encoding compared to same task encoding was associated with fewer correct context memory judgements but also better item memory, as reflected in fewer misses. Searchlight representational similarity analysis revealed fMRI pattern reactivation in the posterior cingulate cortex to be higher for correct compared to incorrect source memory judgements in the same task condition, with the opposite pattern being observed in the different task condition. It was concluded that higher levels of pattern reactivation in the posterior cingulate cortex index generalisation across context information, which in turn may improve item memory performance during encoding variability but at the cost of contextual features.
Introduction which postulates that each stimulus encounter is encoded uniquely, enhancing 53 subsequent retrieval of episodic details (Hintzman, 1986; Hintzman & Block, 1971 ; 54 Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997) . It is noteworthy that retroactive interference paradigms 55 only present stimuli twice and do not consider possible encoding variability effects after 56 more than two presentations. Moreover, retroactive interference may explain poorer 57 context memory, but not much attention has been paid to possible mechanisms 58 supporting correct context memory in retroactive interference or encoding variability 59 paradigms. It may be that reactivation and the creation of multiple traces contribute to 60 different aspects of memory formation when information is encoded in varying contexts. 61 For example, Opitz (2010) reported that encoding stimuli in different contexts 62 strengthened item memory but the memory judgements relied more on familiarity than 63 episodic recollection.
65
Reactivation of neural patterns relating to memory encoding can be tested with 66 representational similarity analysis (RSA; Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008) . 67 Pattern reactivation is indexed by a correlation coefficient, which is computed between 68 repetitions of stimuli across voxels. Results from functional magnetic resonance imaging 69 (fMRI) research have generally supported the reactivation view by reporting higher 70 pattern similarity between repeated encoding presentations for subsequently 71 remembered compared to forgotten stimuli (e.g., Levy Wagner, 2013; Staresina, Alink, 72 Kriegeskorte, & Henson, 2013; van den Honert, McCarthy, & Johnson, 2016; Xue et al., 73 2010) . The majority of those studies repeatedly presented participants with the same 74 stimuli under the same encoding instructions before testing their memory, and thus the 75 use of the same encoding task repeatedly may have potentially favoured reactivation. 76 Studies employing retroactive interference paradigms have provided only partial support 77 for the reactivation view. For example, pattern similarity during retroactive interference 78 suggested that reactivation predicted successful source memory but only when 79 interference was low, i.e., when context C was forgotten (Koen & Rugg, 2016) . This was 80 observed in task-selective voxels for the four different tasks. Contrary to predictions 81 based on the reactivation framework, another study reported a negative relationship in 82 the lateral occipital cortex between subsequent source memory and pattern reactivation 83 between item repetitions (Kim, Norman, Turk-Browne, 2018) . The authors suggested 84 that reactivation of item-specific patterns explained the phenomenon of retroactive 85 interference. Although not discussed, those results may indicate that another process, 86 such as the creation of multiple traces, is related to the formation of correct context 87 memory, i.e., higher resistance to context interference. Taken together, results from 88 these retroactive interference paradigms may seem somewhat incompatible, however, it 89 is conceivable that different brain regions perform distinct processes. It may be that 90 higher reactivation in task-related regions, as functionally defined by Koen and Rugg 91 (2016), contributes to source memory formation, while reactivation in the lateral 92 occipital cortex signals generalisation across tasks. Interestingly, representational 93 variability in the superior parietal cortex was shown to be associated with superior 94 long-term memory retention in a recurrent-testing paradigm, i.e., when memory is 95 explicitly tested at each presentation of the stimulus (Karlsson Wirebring et al., 2015) , 96 adding support for the encoding variability view. However, none of these previous Research has investigated the effect of encoding variability on subsequent memory 106 performance, mainly in retroactive interference paradigms, but very few studies have 107 directly compared the behavioural and neural differences between repeatedly performing 108 the same task and performing different tasks, i.e., encoding repeated stimuli in the same 109 context or different contexts. Such a paradigm allows a direct comparison between the 110 reactivation hypothesis (Hintzman, 2004 (Hintzman, , 2010 and encoding variability view (Bower, 111 1972; Hintzman, 1986) . In the present fMRI experiment, participants encoded stimuli 112 (famous names) under two encoding context conditions: 1) encode stimuli four times in 113 the same context, i.e., same judgement task, 2) encode stimuli four times in different 114 contexts, i.e., different judgement tasks at each presentation. Following the encoding 115 phase, item memory (famous names) and source memory (context) were tested.
116
Participants encoded one-half of a set of stimuli in the same context, hypothesised to be 117 supported by pattern reactivation as proposed by the reactivation view. The other half 118 of the stimuli was encoded in different contexts, which is hypothesised to involve one of 119 two different operations, reactivation or the creation of multiple traces. We predict 120 reactivation, as reflected in higher pattern similarity, to be associated with incorrect 121 context judgements. This is in line with results from retroactive interference paradigms, 122 suggesting that reactivation indexes higher levels of generalisation across contextual 123 information (Richter et al., 2016; Schlichting & Preston, 2015; Schlichting et al., 2014; 124 Shohamy & Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova & Preston, 2010) . Subsequent correct context 125 memory judgements, on the other hand, are predicted to be associated with lower levels 126 of pattern reactivation, possibly reflecting the creation of multiple traces, as proposed 127 by the encoding variability view and multiple trace theory (Hintzman, 1986; Hintzman 128 Block, 1971; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997) . Therefore, subsequent source memory 129 performance can be predicted based on the cognitive and neural operations involved 130 during different context encoding.
131

Materials and Methods
132
Overview 133 This study employed a subsequent recognition-source memory paradigm with a study 134 and a test phase. The study phase was split into four blocks during which participants 135 were presented with written names of famous people. Each stimulus was presented four 136 times. Half of the stimuli were repeatedly encoded in the same context, i.e., participants 137 answered the same question about the famous person four times (e.g., "Is this person 138 female?"). The other half of the stimuli were presented in different contexts, i.e., 139 participants answered a different question at each of the four presentations of the 140 stimulus (e.g., "Is this person female?", "Is this person currently active in show 141 business?", "Is this person British?" and "Do you like this person?"). The study phase 142 was followed by a short break before the test phase began. During the test phase, 143 participants were presented with all the names from the study phase, which were 144 interspersed with other famous names they had not seen before in the experiment.
145
Participants were instructed to make an old/new judgement, including a confidence 146 rating. Whenever a stimulus was rated as old, i.e., presented during the study phase, 147 participants were presented with a source memory recognition task asking in which 148 context the stimulus had previously been encountered; one of the judgement tasks or all 149 of them. This follow-up question assessed source memory. In the following, correct item 150 and source memory judgements are termed hits + , correct item but incorrect source 151 memory judgements are termed hits − and incorrect item memory judgements are 152 labelled misses. The study phase was split across four blocks/runs. At the beginning of each block, 176 participants were given a question to answer about the famous names they were going 177 to see in the block. The four questions were "Is this person female?", "Is this person 178 currently active in show business?", "Is this person British?" and "Do you like this 179 person?"; all requiring yes/no answers by pressing one of two buttons. Task order was 180 pseudo-randomised across participants. When participants did not know the answer or 181 were unfamiliar with the famous name, they were encouraged to guess the answer. Half 182 of the stimuli were presented repeatedly within only one of the tasks (same context), the 183 other half was presented once in each of the four tasks (different context). This resulted 184 in a total of 480 encoding trials, with an average inter-trial interval (ITI) of 4100 ms.
185
The experimental procedure and trial timings are illustrated in Figure 1 . At the end of 186 the study phase, participants had a short break during which they could rest their eyes. 187
188
In the test phase, participants performed an unexpected recognition-source memory 189 test. Stimuli from the encoding phase were presented along with the remaining new, i.e., 190 previously unseen, stimuli. Both lists were matched in accordance with the four corresponding to the following responses: "definitely old", "perhaps old", "perhaps 196 new", and "definitely new". "Old" responses were followed up with a source memory 197 question asking participants which task they had previously performed for the stimulus 198 with the response options "all four tasks", "gender task", "show business task", "British 199 task", "like task" and "I don't know". Famous names were presented for 1500 ms, 200 followed by a fixation cross for 1000 ms. Depending on the old/new response, either a 201 5/18 fixation cross or the source memory question appeared for 1500 ms (see Figure 1b ).
202
Another fixation cross of random duration (800 -1200 ms, average ITI = 5000 ms) 203 indicated the beginning of the next trial.
204 Figure 1 . a) The experimental paradigm with four encoding presentations of each stimulus during the study phase; participants encoded half of the stimuli in a different task condition, i.e., performing a different task at each presentation of the stimulus, the other half were encoded in a same task condition, i.e., participants repeatedly performed the same encoding task; in a test phase, participants made old/new judgements followed by source judgements. Note: Task instructions/questions were presented at the beginning of each run rather than during each stimulus presentation as illustrated here; b) trial timings.
Imaging 205
Functional and anatomical MRI data were obtained with a 3 Tesla wide bore GE 750w 206 MRI scanner. Stimuli and task instructions were presented on a screen in the scanner, 207 approximately 90 cm from participants' eyes, via an AVOTEC silent vision projector. Pre-processing and analyses of imaging data were carried out in SPM12 (Wellcome 222 Trust Center, London, UK, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) and Matlab (The Mathworks,   223 Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The first six volumes of each run were discarded. Functional 224 images were slice-timing corrected before spatial realignment because of the interleaved 225 acquisition (Ashburner et al., 2016) . Spatial realignment parameters were kept at 226 default, 4 mm sampling distance, spatial smoothing with a 5 mm 227 full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel, images were registered to their 228 mean, 6th degree B-Spline interpolation method, no wrapping, no differential weighting 229 of voxels. The structural image was coregistered to the mean functional image and then 230 segmented into grey and white matter, bias corrected and spatially normalised to the 231 Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space selecting forward deformations. The 232 deformation parameters were used to spatially normalise functional images and the bias 233 corrected structural image. Functional images were resampled to an isotropic voxels size 234 of 3 mm, the structural image was resampled to 1 mm 3 voxel size, both closely matched 235 the original voxel sizes. approach (for more information see Mumford, Turner, Ashby, & Poldrack, 2012) and 241 submitted to a whole-brain searchlight RSA (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) . For each trial, 242 beta values were extracted for 5 x 5 x 5 voxel cubes centred around each voxel (see 243 Wing, Ritchey, & Cabeza, 2015; similar results were obtained with 3 x 3 x 3 voxel 244 7/18 cubes). Similarity scores were computed between stimulus presentations by correlating 245 the winsorised (SD = 3) betas for each stimulus and each presentation pair, i.e., indices were Fisher transformed and then averaged. The images, which contained the 5 249
x 5 x 5 voxel-wise similarity scores were smoothed using a 6 mm 3 FWHM Gaussian 250 kernel before 2 nd -level whole brain analyses were carried out in SPM12. To evaluate the 251 relative contributions of pattern reactivation relating to individual study items and 252 those associated with more task-general processes (see Wing et al., 2015) , item-level and 253 set-level similarity were calculated, illustrated in Figure 2 . Item-level similarity was 254 computed by correlating the beta values of a stimulus at one presentation with another 255 presentation of the same stimulus. This measure reflects the degree to which stimulus 256 properties are reactivated. Set-level similarity was calculated by correlating beta series 257 for a specific stimulus at one presentation with all other stimuli in the same category 258 (e.g., same task, source hits) at another presentation. The resulting correlation 259 coefficients were averaged at the voxel level. This condition-wise between-item similarity 260 provides an index of task-general information or processes that are shared between 261 stimuli of the same category.
263
Because same task repetitions occurred within the same fMRI runs, whereas 264 different task repetitions occurred between runs, encoding similarity patterns for same 265 and different task encoding could not be contrasted statistically, due to intrinsic 266 variability in the fMRI signal between runs. However, this issue does not affect possible 267 differences that might be observed in pattern similarity due to source memory 268 performance within the encoding task conditions or the interaction between source 269 memory performance and encoding task condition. Such an interaction directly tests 270 the hypothesis that in the same task condition, hits + judgements are associated with 271 more reactivation than hits − judgements; while in the different task condition, hits − 272 judgements are associated with higher levels of reactivation than hits + judgements. The normalised probabilities of overall hits and false alarms were compared in a 278 paired-samples t-test. The t-test revealed that participants' item memory performance 279 was above chance, t 16 = 17.180, p ≤ .001. Mean and standard deviations of 280 discriminability scores, d', and percentages of hits and false alarms are displayed in 281   Table 1 . Those individual d' scores indicate that item recognition memory performance 282 was higher in the different encoding task condition, however, this difference was 283 statistically non-significant, t 16 = 0.334, p = .743. Frequencies of hits + , hits − and misses (memory performance) were analysed in 287 relation to encoding task condition (same, different) with a 3 x 2 repeated-measures 288 ANOVA. Descriptive statistics are displayed in Figure 3 . The ANOVA revealed an 289 interaction between the two factors, memory performance and encoding context, F 1,21 290 = 5.335, p = .027. A post-hoc test following up on the interaction showed that 291 encoding under the different encoding task condition was associated with more hits − 292 judgements (M % = 62.02, SD = 17.25) than the same encoding task condition (M % = 293 48.68, SD = 12.00), p = .013. The same encoding task condition was associated with 294 more misses (M % = 18.51, SD = 13.13) than the different encoding task condition (M % 295 = 10.70, SD = 9.60), p ≤ .001. Finally, as illustrated in Figure 3 , there were more hits + 296 judgements in the same (M % = 32.81, SD = 17.53) than in the different task condition 297 (M % = 27.28, SD = 19.15), but this was statistically non-significant, p = 0.281.
298 Figure 3 . The mean percentages and standard errors of the three levels of memory performance (hits + , hits − , misses) and encoding context (different, same). frequencies of misses, the neuroimaging analyses focused on trials resulting in hits + and 306 hits − judgements. Separate whole-brain encoding similarity indices were computed for 307 each of the four conditions, Hits + Same Context, Hits − Same Context, Hits + Different 308 Context, Hits − Different Context. The hypothesised interaction between source memory 309 and encoding context was tested with a t-contrast (contrast weights: 1, -1,-1, 1, p ≤ 310 .001), modelling pattern activation to be higher for Hits + Same Context and Hits − 311 Different Context than for Hits − Same Context and Hits + Different Context. As 312 illustrated in Figure 4 , the whole-brain analysis revealed one statistically significant 313 cluster located in the posterior cingulate cortex (k = 175, p = .030, FWE -corrected; 314 peak voxel MNI x,y,z = -21, -40, 29, t = 4.57, p = 0.041, FWE -corrected).
Representational similarity analysis
315 Figure 4 . The predicted interaction between source memory and encoding task condition as observed in a cluster of voxels located in the posterior cingulate cortex. The glassbrain illustration was constructed using ITK-SNAP (Yushkevich et al., 2006) and ParaView (Ahrens, Geveci, & Law, 2005; described in Madan, 2015) . The brain slices were obtained in SPM.
Item-level and set-level similarity 316
To evaluate the relative contributions of item-and set-level similarity, a mask was 317 created based on the 175 voxels in the significant cluster revealed by the whole-brain 318 analysis (see Figure 4 ). Indices were calculated for item-and set-level similarity for the 319 four conditions of interest, and separate 2 x 2 repeated-measures ANOVAs were 320 performed for item-level and set-level similarity, each with the factors subsequent source 321 memory (Hits + , Hits − ) and encoding context (same task, different tasks). Mean 322 similarity scores are displayed in Figure 5 . The ANOVA on item-level similarity scores 323 revealed a strong, but statistically non-significant trend for the interaction, F 1,16 = 324 3.519, p = .079. For set-level similarity, the interaction between the two factors was 325 significant, F 1,16 = 32.487, p ≤ .001. The interaction is clearly illustrated in the bar 326 graph in Figure 5 , however, appears to be similar for item-and set-level similarity. To 327 confirm that there were no differences in the interaction between item-level and set-level 328 similarity, a further 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA was performed, including similarity type as a 329 factor. The 3-way interaction between source memory, encoding task condition and 330 similarity type was not significant, F 1,16 = 0.104, p = .751. 331 Figure 5 . Item-and set-level similarity scores in posterior cingulate cortex cluster for subsequent hits + and hits − judgements in the two encoding conditions, same and different task encoding. Error bars denote standard error.
Discussion
332
The present experiment investigated how neural pattern reactivation supports successful 333 memory formation across multiple study episodes. We tested for differences in neural 334 similarity patterns relating to source memory effects when stimuli were either repeated 335 11/18 in the same context or repeatedly encoded in differing contexts. Behavioural results 336 showed that different task encoding, when compared to same task encoding, was 337 associated with better item memory but poorer source memory performance. Neural 338 pattern similarity was assessed using representational similarity analysis. The results 339 supported the hypothesis that dissociable neural mechanisms underlie source memory 340 formation in same and different context encoding. The predicted interaction between 341 encoding task condition and source memory performance was observed in the posterior 342 cingulate cortex. Higher levels of pattern reactivation are associated with superior 343 source memory performance when stimuli are repeatedly encoded in the same context. 344 In the different encoding task condition, pattern reactivation was lower for subsequent 345 correct item and source memory judgements (hits + ) than for correct item but incorrect 346 source memory judgements (hits − ). These findings suggest that the creation of multiple 347 memory traces, rather than reactivation of existing traces, supports the successful 348 encoding of context memory during encoding variability.
350
Behavioural results supported the hypothesis that the different task condition was 351 associated with fewer misses, i.e., superior item memory, but also with more hits-352 judgements, i.e., worse source memory, than the same encoding task condition. These 353 results largely replicate recent behavioural data from our lab using the same paradigm 354 (Sievers & Renoult, 2019 ; see also Opitz, 2010; Reagh & Yassa, 2014) . The reported 355 interaction between memory performance and encoding task condition is reminiscent of 356 results from retroactive interference paradigms (Anderson & Neely, 1996; Hupbach et al., 357 2007; Kim et al., 2017) . This line of research has indicated that stimulus occurrence in 358 multiple contexts may cause interference, resulting in higher levels of generalisation at 359 the cost of contextual source information. Despite weaker source memory performance, 360 participants were less likely to forget the stimulus itself, when it was encoded in 361 differing contexts, suggesting that encoding variability is associated with better item 362 memory (Bower, 1972; Hintzman, 1986; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997) . Overall, the 363 behavioural results provide additional support for the notion that encoding variability is 364 associated with stronger item memory but worse performance in a source memory task 365 requiring the retrieval of varying encoding contexts (Sievers & Renoult, 2019) .
367
Neural similarity patterns across multiple encoding episodes supported the 368 hypothesis that pattern reactivation differentially predicted source memory performance 369 depending on the encoding task condition. Reactivation, as indexed by higher pattern 370 similarity, was beneficial for source memory when items were repeatedly encoded in the 371 same context. However, when items were repeatedly encoded in different contexts, 372 reactivation was predicted to facilitate generalisation of contextual information, which 373 would result in poorer source memory for the multiple contexts the items were initially 374 encoded in. A searchlight analysis revealed the hypothesised interaction in a set of 375 voxels located in the left posterior cingulate cortex. In the same task condition, pattern 376 reactivation in this brain region was higher for subsequent hits + than hits − judgements, 377 with the opposite pattern observed in the different task condition. For the same task 378 condition, this result is consistent with a large body of research supporting the 379 reactivation view (Benjamin & Tullis, 2010; Thios & D'Agostino, 1976) , which posits 380 that reactivation of the same patterns facilitates successful memory encoding (van den 381 Honert et al., 2016; Ward, Chun, & Kuhl, 2013; Xue et al., 2010) . For the different task 382 condition, this interaction suggests that another process, potentially the formation of 383 multiple non-identical traces, supports the successful formation of multiple context 384 memory (Bower, 1972; Hintzman, 1986; Martin, 1968; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997) .
385
Posterior parietal regions, including the posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus, have 386 repeatedly been implicated in memory encoding and consolidation (see Gilmore, Nelson, 387 12/18 & McDermott, 2015; Rugg & King, 2017; Sestieri, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2017) .
388
Moreover, a meta-analysis reported the posterior cingulate gyrus to be one of seven 389 regions that make up a semantic network in the brain (Binder, Desai, Graves, & Conant, 390 2009 ). The authors noted that this posterior parietal region was typically associated 391 with episodic memory processes, however, it may act as the intersection between 392 semantic retrieval and episodic encoding. This is in line with suggestions that left 393 parietal regions are a part of a larger network that is involved during processes of 394 semantic feature integration (Binder et al., 2009; Chou, Chen, Wu, & Booth, 2009; 395 Fairhall & Caramazza, 2013) . Existing research has also shown that pattern similarity 396 in the posterior cingulate cortex, as computed between encoding and rehearsal of video 397 clips, was related to the amount of details that could later on be recalled (Bird, Keidel, 398 Ing, Horner, & Burgess, 2015) . The authors suggested that reinstatement in those 399 posterior midline structures facilitated consolidation of complex events, which become 400 more generic and somewhat less episodic through this consolidation process. The 401 present results extend this hypothesis by demonstrating that different context encoding 402 is associated with lower pattern similarity in order to preserve unique contextual details. 403
404
Following up on the searchlight results, two measures of similarity were computed for 405 the significant cluster: item-level and set-level similarity. Item-level similarity is thought 406 to reflect reactivations of stimulus properties, while set-level similarity indexes 407 reactivations of more general processes and information that is shared between all 408 stimuli within a particular category (e.g., Wing et al., 2015) , e.g., different task, hits + 409 judgements. The predicted interaction, reflecting higher pattern reactivation to be 410 associated with better subsequent context memory in the same task condition but worse 411 context memory in the different task condition, was observed in both item-and set-level 412 similarity (see Figure 5 ), though only statistically significant for set-level similarity.
413
Moreover, the interaction did not differ between item-and set-level similarity. This 414 indicates that we not only observe the dissociation in pattern reactivation with respect 415 to source memory performance between same and different task encoding, but also at a 416 more general set-level. For the same encoding task condition, the set-level result 417 suggests that items for which the source can subsequently be retrieved are more 418 similarly represented to each other, when compared to items for which the source 419 cannot be retrieved later on. This suggests that processes and features, which are 420 shared between subsequent hits + judgements, are reactivated during same context 421 repetitions. In the different task condition, items resulting in subsequent hits + 422 judgements were less similar to each other than subsequent hits − judgements. These 423 findings support the prediction that higher levels of generalisation were associated with 424 worse subsequent source memory performance. It further indicates that the processes 425 underlying successful encoding of different contexts were more different between items, 426 potentially providing support for the encoding variability view and the multiple trace 427 theory (Bower, 1972; Hintzman, 1986; Martin, 1968; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997) . Taken 428 together, these findings are consistent with previous research, showing that reactivation 429 of shared item features, possibly indexing generalisation, was associated with worse 430 source memory for the encoding task (Kim et al., 2018) .
432
In conclusion, the present results provide support for the notion that same and 433 different context encoding are supported by distinct mechanisms. Mere repetition of an 434 item in the same context strengthens item and source memory by reactivation. When 435 items are repeatedly encoded in different contexts, reactivation appears to promote 436 generalisation at the cost of contextual features. Another mechanism, possibly the 437 creation of multiple distinct memory traces, underlies the successful encoding of 438 multiple contexts. The behavioural results indicated that different context encoding was 439 13/18 associated with better item, but worse source memory, than same context encoding.
440
Previous research had largely focused on the mechanisms underlying the forgetting of 441 episodic details, with less emphasis on the mechanisms underlying successful context 442 encoding. It is noteworthy that, although generalisation in the context of different task 443 encoding was associated with worse source memory, such processes of abstraction and 444 generalisation can often be very useful, as it has been suggested to be the basis of 445 semantic knowledge (e.g., Binder & Desai, 2011; Cermak, 1984) . In other words, while 446 contextual information is sometimes important to be remembered, the creation of a 447 more coherent, semantic memory representation is critical for making memory-guided 448 decisions and future inferences. 
